International Students Contest on Information Security
4th edition, CTF-USV Suceava 2019

**November 28**
8:00 Registration open (continuously)
Necessary documents: ID cards or Passports
The registration office is located at the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, building D, 1st floor, room D104 (Dean Secretary Office)
12:00 Official opening, technical presentation of the CTF contest rules and environment; contestant’s computers registration. (Dimitrie Leonida Amphitheater, building D, second floor)
12:45 Opening the access in the contest labs (building C); custody procedures
13:00 Starting the hands-on 24h contest

**November 29**
13:00 Stop the competition, platform close
13:00 - 14:00 Returning the custody
14:00 Awarding and closing ceremony (Dimitrie Leonida Amphitheater, building D, second floor)

**University Restaurant Program, CTF-USV 2019**
8:00-9:00 Breakfast
12:00-19:30 Lunch, Dinner

**Rules summary**
- During the contest a dedicated IP addresses segment inside the contest IP range will be explicitly allocated to each team based on individual MAC registration. Ethernet wired connections only are considered. MAC registration is possible on-site using a dedicated web interface available at http://priv.usv.ro, from the main wired network.
- The teams are encouraged to use their own laptops but the organizers can provide Windows PC systems, based on a prior demand. Displays with D-sub/VGA connectivity are also available. Custody procedures, if necessary, will be deployed at C307 (building C)
- The advisors’ access into the competition labs is forbidden after the contest starts
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- During the contest the competitors have full responsibility on the integrity of the equipment or any other logistic elements inside their working area
- The participants must follow the ethic and academic morality rules; information exchanges between teams, on competition subjects, is not permitted; incorrect behavior and any attempt of attacks that could interfere with the network environment will generate the exclusion of the involved team
- General support (volunteer students) building C, 3rd floor, room C307
- Jury Location building C, 4th floor, room C407
- Organizing Committee contact: ctf@usv.ro
- Data network support: sysadmin@usv.ro
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